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SUMMARY

The human genome encodes tens of thousands circular RNAs (circRNAs) with mostly unknown functions.
Circular RNAs require internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) if they are to undergo translation without a 50
cap. Here, we develop a high-throughput screen to systematically discover RNA sequences that can direct
circRNA translation in human cells. We identify more than 17,000 endogenous and synthetic sequences as
candidate circRNA IRES. 18S rRNA complementarity and a structured RNA element positioned on the
IRES are important for driving circRNA translation. Ribosome profiling and peptidomic analyses show extensive IRES-ribosome association, hundreds of circRNA-encoded proteins with tissue-specific distribution,
and antigen presentation. We find that circFGFR1p, a protein encoded by circFGFR1 that is downregulated
in cancer, functions as a negative regulator of FGFR1 oncoprotein to suppress cell growth during stress. Systematic identification of circRNA IRES elements may provide important links among circRNA regulation, biological function, and disease.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, deep sequencing and computational analysis have suggested that circular RNAs (circRNAs) are a large
class of RNAs in mammalian cells that play important roles in
various biological processes (Hansen et al., 2013; Jeck and
Sharpless, 2014; Jeck et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013; Salzman et al., 2012, 2013). Disruption of circRNA expression was
found to be associated with human diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, and cancers (Bachmayr-Heyda
et al., 2015; Dou et al., 2016; Lukiw, 2013; Panda et al., 2017;
Shang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2015; Zhong
et al., 2016). Although most of the studies demonstrated circRNAs functioning in a non-coding manner, such as sponging microRNAs (miRNAs) (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014; Hansen et al.,
2013; Kulcheski et al., 2016; Memczak et al., 2013; Xu et al.,
2015; Zheng et al., 2016), regulating mRNA splicing machinery

(Liu et al., 2019), sequestering RNA-binding proteins (RBPs),
regulating RBP interaction (Ashwal-Fluss et al., 2014; Memczak
et al., 2013), and activating immune response (Chen et al.,
2017, 2019; Li et al., 2017b; Liu et al., 2019), emerging evidence
suggests that circRNAs can function through their encoded proteins (Legnini et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2019; Pamudurti et al.,
2017; Yang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a, 2018b; Zheng
et al., 2019). Proteins translated from circRNAs regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, migration, and myogenesis (Legnini
et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2019; Pamudurti et al., 2017; Yang
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a, 2018b; Zheng et al., 2019). Dysregulation of circRNA-encoded proteins was found to cause
tumorigenesis of certain cancers, suggesting circRNA-encoded
proteins as important links between circRNA and diseases (Liang
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a, 2018b; Zheng
et al., 2019). Understanding the mechanism of circRNA translation may provide some valuable clinical insights. However, the
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molecular mechanism behind circRNA translation remains
largely unknown. Given the important role circRNA translation
plays in various cellular functions, it is imperative that we determine the key elements regulating circRNA translation.
Because circRNA is generated by spliceosome-mediated
head-to-tail joining of pre-mRNAs (Chen et al., 2015; Chen and
Shan, 2015; Vicens and Westhof, 2014), it does not contain the
50 cap for cap-dependent translation (Both et al., 1975; Shafritz
et al., 1976). Thus, circRNA translation requires an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) sequence on the RNA to initiate cap-independent translation (Chen et al., 2016; Granados-Riveron and
Aquino-Jarquin, 2016; Jang et al., 1988; Legnini et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2017a; Pamudurti et al., 2017; Pelletier and Sonenberg,
1988; Schneider et al., 2016; Wang and Wang, 2015). Most of
the endogenous circRNAs are exported to the cytoplasm (Huang
et al., 2018; Jeck et al., 2013; Salzman et al., 2012), and introducing IRES on synthetic circRNAs is sufficient to produce proteins (Chen and Sarnow, 1995), suggesting that endogenous
circRNAs containing the IRES may have translation potential.
Systematic identification of the RNA sequence and structural
elements for facilitating circRNA translation on the IRES can
further help us determine the potential endogenous protein-coding circRNAs. Here, we developed a high-throughput reporter
assay to systematically screen and quantify the IRES activity of
the RNA sequence that can facilitate circRNA translation. With
this assay, we identified the regulatory elements in the primary
and secondary structure on circRNA IRES that are important
for facilitating circRNA translation. By mapping the circRNA
IRES sequences to the human endogenous circRNA, we determined the putative protein-coding circRNAs and the peptide
sequences encoded by these circRNAs. Moreover, mass
spectrometry (MS) peptidomic analysis further validates that
the identified circRNA IRES can indeed initiation translation of
endogenous circRNAs and lead to detectable protein production. Finally, we characterized a circRNA-encoded protein,
circFGFR1p, that functions as a negative regulator of FGFR1
through dominant-negative mechanism to suppress cell growth
under stress conditions. Together, our findings provide a
resource to recognize and manipulate circRNA translation,
which may provide valuable insights into both circRNA and proteomic research.
RESULTS
Systematic identification of RNA sequences that
facilitate cap-independent circRNA translation
To systematically identify the RNA sequence that can facilitate
cap-independent translation on circRNAs, we developed an
oligo-split-eGFP circRNA reporter construct to screen and
quantify the cap-independent translation activity of synthetic
oligonucleotide inserts (‘‘oligos’’ hereafter) on circRNA in a
high-throughput manner (Figure 1A; Figure S1). We then cloned
a synthetic oligo library into the construct to drive the expression
of eGFP reporter. The library contained 55,000 oligos of native
and synthetic sequences (Figure 1A) (library design is detailed
in Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016). We captured 40,855 of
55,000 oligos from the library (~74.3%). To quantify the eGFP
expression level of each oligo, we calculated the mean weighted

rank distribution of the reads across the bins (Figure 1B). Our
screening assay revealed three groups of oligos: a group
(~2,500) of oligos that showed no eGFP expression (eGFP
expression [bin] = 0.0) and two groups of oligos showing a
bimodal distribution of eGFP expression (eGFP expression
[bin] = 0.8–2.2 and 2.4–7.0, respectively). To determine the oligos
with cap-independent translation activity (eGFP[+] oligos), we
calculated the weighted rank distribution of the eGFP intensity
of the cells transfected with no-IRES-inserted reporter plasmid
as the background eGFP expression (Figure S2D). With
this approach, we identified 17,201 eGFP(+) oligos from our
screening assay (Figure 1B; Table S1).
To validate our identified eGFP(+) oligos, all reported IRES sequences from the IRESite database were included in the synthetic oligo library (Mokrej
s et al., 2010; Weingarten-Gabbay
et al., 2016). Our assay successfully identified 71 of 119 reported
IRESs as having circRNA translation activity (~59.7%), as well as
identifying the functional region within some long IRESs, such as
the encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) IRES. However, our library, which is limited to ~200 nt length sequences, cannot
detect some long complex IRESs such as the ectropis obliqua
picorna-like virus (EoPV) IRES (Figure 1C; Figures S3A–S3C; Table S2). Because a previous study used the same synthetic oligo
library on a linear bicistronic eGFP reporter screening assay to
identify oligos with cap-independent translation activity on linear
RNA (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016), we were able to compare
the cap-independent translation activity of each oligo sequence
on linear RNA and circRNA, respectively. We found that a large
number of the oligos showing cap-independent translation activity in both linear RNA and circRNA screening system (n = 7,424)
(Figure S4A). However, there was little correlation between the
overall IRES activity of circular versus linear RNA (Figure 1D).
Interestingly, we also captured some oligos showing IRES activity specifically in either linear or circular screening system (linear
IRES, n = 1,639; circular IRES, n = 4,582) (Figure 1D; Figure S4A;
Table S3). Together, these results demonstrate that our highthroughput screening assay using the circRNA reporter
construct is able to systematically identify the RNA sequences
harboring IRES activity that can facilitate cap-independent
translation on circRNA.
Synthetic circRNAs containing the identified eGFP(+)
oligo sequences are actively translated
We used polysome profiling (Chassé et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2011; del Prete et al., 2007; Kang and Pomerening, 2012; Kronja
et al., 2014; Kuersten et al., 2013; Larsson et al., 2013) to
examine whether circRNAs containing the identified eGFP(+)
oligo sequence are actively translated and engaged on the ribosome (Figures 2A and 2B; Figure S5A). To avoid the result’s being confounded by the weakly translated circRNAs (Methods
S1), we compared the ratio of (poly)ribosome-enriched oligos
among the eGFP(+) oligos with eGFP expression above the
80th percentile and the eGFP() oligos with eGFP expression
below the 20th percentile. The eGFP(+) oligos are more enriched
in the (poly)ribosome fractions (57.2%) than the eGFP() oligos
(17.9%) (Figure 2C). This result suggests that the circRNAs containing the eGFP(+) oligo sequences are more actively translated. We further examined published quantitative translation
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Figure 1. High-throughput identification of RNA sequences that can facilitate circRNA cap-independent translation
(A) A schematic overview of the high-throughput split-eGFP circRNA reporter screening assay for identifying circRNA IRES.
(B) The eGFP expression distribution of captured synthetic oligos. Pie chart: the composition of different categories among eGFP(+) oligos.
(C) Quantification of the percentage of captured eGFP(+) oligo sequences from different origin.
(D) Normalized eGFP expression of each captured oligo in the screening assay performed on the circular RNA or the linear RNA system. Red dashed lines,
normalized eGFP expression threshold.

initiation sequencing (QTI-seq) data (Gao et al., 2015) and
discovered that among the oligos derived from the human
genome with ribosome sequencing (Ribo-seq) coverage, the
majority of the eGFP(+) oligos (~76%) overlap with the identified
translation initiation sites (TIS) on human transcripts (TIS[+] oligos), while only 30% of the eGFP() oligos are TIS(+) (Figure 2E;
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Figure S6A), suggesting that the eGFP(+) oligos are more likely to
initiate translation at those TIS than the eGFP() oligos. Interestingly, we identified three types of eGFP(+)/TIS(+) oligos: annotated TIS (aTIS), non-annotated TIS (nTIS), and dual TIS (dTIS)
(Figure 2E). These different types of TIS(+) oligos may suggest
that the oligos used different mechanisms for initiating
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Figure 2. CircRNAs containing eGFP(+) oligo have higher cap-independent translation activity
(A) A schematic of the circRNA polysome profiling for translating circRNAs.
(B) (Poly)ribosome fractionations of cells transfected with oligo library split-eGFP circRNA reporter followed by CHX treatment.
(C) Quantification of the percentage of (poly)ribosome-enriched oligos of captured eGFP() or eGFP(+) oligos.
(D) Sequencing reads from Ribo-seq and QTI-seq plotted on the genes showing eGFP(+) oligos harboring aTIS, nTIS, and dTIS with overlapping annotated
circRNAs (brown segments).
(E) Quantification of the percentage of eGFP() or eGFP(+) oligos harboring no TIS (TIS[]) (left) or more than one TIS (TIS[+]) (right), and the percentage of aTIS,
nTIS, or dTIS oligos among eGFP(+)/TIS(+) oligos.

translation (Methods S2). Interestingly, we found that 15
eGFP(+)/TIS(+) oligos are located within the genomic regions
that encode annotated circRNAs (Figure 2D), which suggests
that these circRNA may use the TIS on the oligo to initiate translation. Together, the results above provide strong evidence supporting that our screening assay can identify the oligo sequences
that facilitate cap-independent translation activity on circRNAs.

Identification of 18S rRNA complementary sequence
that facilitates circRNA translation
Watson-Crick base-pairing between IRES and 18S ribosomal
RNA (18S rRNA) has been demonstrated to facilitate cap-independent translation of linear RNAs (Malygin et al., 2013; Meng
et al., 2010; Nicholson et al., 1991; Owens et al., 2001; Quade
et al., 2015; Zeenko and Gallie, 2005). With the sliding window
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Figure 3. 18S rRNA complementary sequence on the IRES facilitates circRNA translation
(A) A schematic of the sliding-window approach for mapping the active regions on the human 18S rRNA.
(B) Quantification of the mean eGFP expression of the oligos overlapping with the corresponding position across the human 18S rRNA. Dashed line, background
eGFP expression. Green shaded, active regions on the 18S rRNA.
(C) An illustration of the secondary structure of human 18S rRNA showing the active regions (green) and reported mRNA (red) or IRES RNA (orange) contact
regions.
(D) Quantification of the number of the 18S rRNA active 7-mers or the random 7-mers harbored by eGFP(+) or eGFP() oligos plotted on a Tukey box plot.
(E) Quantification of the IRES activity for the oligo with higher or lower 18S rRNA complementarity. Error bar denotes SEM. *: p value < 0.05 relative to the wild-type
(WT) oligo by an unpaired two-sample t test.
(F) A schematic of the synthetic oligos for systematic scanning mutagenesis.
(G) The eGFP expression of each oligo containing the random substitution mutation at the corresponding position on HCV IRES. The eGFP expression for each
oligo was normalized to the mean eGFP expression of all the oligos on the HCV IRES.
(H) Examples of circRNA IRES with local and global sensitivity identified by scanning mutagenesis. Blue shaded, the identified essential elements on the IRES.
(I) The mean eGFP expression of all the circRNA IRES oligos with global sensitivity at each mutation position across the IRES (blue, 5–15 and 135–165 nt; red, 40–
60 nt).
(J) Quantification of the local MFE in a 15 nt sliding window on the IRES (blue, 5–15 and 135–165 nt; red, 40–60 nt).

method, we identified six ‘‘active regions’’ on the 18S rRNA (Figures 3A–3C; Table S4; Methods S3). As the 7-mers derived from
active region 4 have been shown to be enriched in reported IRES
for linear RNAs (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016), we extracted
all 7-mers from the sequence complementary to the active regions of 18S rRNA (active 7-mers) and compared the number
of active 7-mers harbored by the eGFP(+) and eGFP() oligos.
Indeed, we found that eGFP(+) oligos have higher enrichment
of active 7-mers than eGFP() oligos (Figure 3D). In contrast,
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when we compared the random 7-mers that do not overlap
with the active 7-mers between eGFP(+) and eGFP() oligos,
we did not find any significant difference (Figure 3D), suggesting
that the higher enrichment of active 7-mers in eGFP(+) oligos we
observed here is specific to the 18S rRNA complementary
sequence. To further validate the results, we perturbed the 18S
rRNA complementarity of the IRES by either substituting the
18S rRNA complementary sequence with a random 7-mer or
adding the flanking 18S rRNA complementary sequence to the
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IRES and measured their circRNA translation activity. We indeed
observed diminished IRES activity with lower 18S rRNA complementarity on the IRES, and conversely programmed stronger
IRES activity with higher 18S rRNA complementarity added to
the IRES (Figure 3E). These results suggest that the circRNA
IRES-containing RNA sequence complementary to the active regions on 18S rRNA is one of the regulatory elements that can
facilitate circRNA translation.
Identification of essential elements on circRNA IRES
with scanning mutations
We next used scanning mutagenesis to define the essential elements on circRNA IRES (Figure 3F). We used hepatitis C virus
(HCV) IRES to validate scanning mutagenesis assay, and we
indeed observed that the known functional domains on HCV
IRES co-localized with the mutation positions that have dramatically reduction in IRES activity (Bhat et al., 2015; Lukavsky, 2009;
Figure 3G). By examining the identified circRNA IRES with scanning mutagenesis, we captured two classes of circRNA IRES:
circRNA IRES with local sensitivity, which shows reduction in
circRNA IRES activity only when a specific position in mutated
(Figure 3H, top), and circRNA IRES with global sensitivity, in which
mutation in most positions can cause reduction in IRES activity
(Figure 3H, bottom). By examining all the captured circRNA IRESs
with global sensitivity, we identified three regions (5–15, 40–60,
and 135–165 nt) on the IRES, where when the mutation hit these
regions, the IRES activity decreased significantly (Figure 3I), suggesting that these regions may harbor the key elements for
circRNA IRES activity. We calculated the local minimum free energy (MFE) along the circRNA IRESs with global sensitivity in a 15
nt non-overlapping window and discovered that local MFE of the
40–60 nt region shows significantly lower local MFE (Figure 3J),
suggesting that it may harbor the local structural element that facilitates circRNA translation. The results show that our scanning
mutagenesis assay can determine circRNA IRES with local or
global sensitivity and systematically identify essential elements
that are required for circRNA IRES activity.
Identification of structured RNA element that facilitates
circRNA translation
By comparing the screening results of our circRNA reporter with
the previous linear RNA reporter using the same synthetic oligo library (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016), we identified two distinct
groups of oligos that harbor IRES activity on either linear or
circRNA specifically (linear IRES and circular IRES, respectively).
We first examined their primary sequences and discovered that
circular IRES contain higher GC content and lower MFE than

linear IRES (Figure S7A), while the number of AUG, the Kozak
consensus sequence, and the m6A motif showed no difference
(Figures S7B–S7D), suggesting that structural element may play
a role in facilitating circular IRES translation activity (Gruber
et al., 2008; Hofacker et al., 1994; Jaeger et al., 1989). We then
characterized the IRES secondary structure with M2-seq of four
circular IRES and linear IRES (Cheng et al., 2017; Figure S7E).
M2-seq revealed that the circular IRES are in general more structured than linear IRES (Figures 4A and 4B; Figures S7F and S7G).
Among all four circular IRES we examined, we observed that they
all contain a stem-loop structured RNA element (SuRE) on the
IRES at a distinct position (40–60 nt position from the first nucleotide [+1] of the IRES), while all the linear IRES we examined did
not contain such a structure at this position. In line with our previous systematic scanning mutation profiling, which also suggests
that this distinct position on IRES contains structural element for
facilitating circRNA translation (Figures 3I and 3J), we proposed
that the 40–60 nt SuRE on the IRES can facilitate cap-independent translation activity of circular IRES.
To test our hypothesis, we disrupted the 40–60 nt SuRE on the
circular IRES by substituting it with the sequence extracted from
the same position on the linear IRES and found that it indeed
leads to reduced IRES activity (Figures 4C and 4I). Moreover,
we relocated the SuRE to 90–110 nt position by swapping the sequences of these two regions on the IRES, and we also observed
a decreased translation activity of the IRES, suggesting that the
element is position dependent (Figures 4D and 4I). To further validate that the SuRE is structural dependent rather than sequence
dependent, we performed compensatory mutagenesis of the
SuRE. Specifically, we mutated each of the 7 bp on the stem region of the SuRE to disrupt its duplex structure and observed
lower translation activity of the IRES (Figures 4E and 4I); the
translation activity of the IRES can be rescued by compensatory
double complementary mutations to restore each of the 7 bp on
the stem region (Figures 4F and 4I). Moreover, when we
substituted the SuRE with MS2 or BoxB, which has a similar
RNA structure, we observed similar IRES activity (Figures 4G
and 4I), suggesting that the SuRE is indeed structure dependent
rather than sequence dependent. Finally, we were able to
convert the linear IRES into a circular IRES by transplanting the
40–60 nt SuRE from the circular IRES to the linear IRES (Figures
4H and 4I).
Together, the results above along with the 18S rRNA profiling
suggest that two key regulatory elements on circRNA IRES, the
18S rRNA complementarity and 40–60 nt SuRE on the IRES, can
facilitate cap-independent translation on circRNA. In line with
our model, among the eGFP(+) oligos we identified and the

Figure 4. The 40–60 nt SuRE on the IRES can facilitate circular IRES activity
(A–H) The secondary structure of the mutated IRESs determined by M2-seq. Red arrowheads, 40–60 nt SuRE. CircIRES-dis, circular IRES with the SuRE disrupted by sequence substitution. CircIRES-relocate, circular IRES with the SuRE relocated to 90–110 nt region. CircIRES-single and circIRES-comp, circular
IRES with single complementary mutations and compensatory double complementary mutations, respectively. circIRES-BoxB, circular IRES with the SuRE
substituted by BoxB stem-loop. linearIRES-add, linear IRES with 40–60 nt region substituted by the 40–60 nt SuRE on the circular IRES.
(I) Quantification of the IRES activity for each mutated IRES normalized to the circular IRES. An unpaired two-sample t test relative to the circular IRES was
performed. Error bar denotes SEM. ns: not significant; **: p value < 0.01, ***: p value < 0.005, ****: p value < 0.001 relative to the circular IRES by an unpaired twosample t test.
(J) Quantification of the percentage of the eGFP(+) oligos (left) and endogenous translating circRNAs (right) harboring 18S rRNA complementarity or the SuRE
element.
(K) An illustration of two key regulatory elements facilitating circRNA translation.
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polysome-associated circRNAs (translating circRNAs) captured
in HEK293 cells (Ragan et al., 2019), a large proportion of them
are 18S rRNA complementarity(+) or 40–60 nt SuRE(+) (Figure 4J). This suggests that these two regulatory elements are
common features among the exogenous and endogenous translating circRNAs. Nevertheless, we did not observe a preferential
localization of the 18S complementary sequence to the 50 or 30 of
the SuRE (Figure S6C); hence we speculate that the SuRE may
cause a pause for RNA unwinding, increasing the chance for
the 18S complementary sequence on the IRES to interact with
the 18S rRNA on the ribosome to facilitate circRNA translation
(Figure 4K).
IRES elements facilitate endogenous circRNA
translation initiation
To validate if the 18S rRNA complementarity and the 40–60 nt
SuRE can facilitate circRNA translation, we used locked nucleic
acid (LNA) to disrupt these key elements on the IRES (Tuplin
et al., 2015). We designed anti-sense LNAs targeting the 18S
rRNA complementary sequence (LNA-18S), 40–60 nt SuRE
(LNA-SuRE), or random position (LNA-Rnd) of five identified
IRESs (Figure 5A). We discovered that co-transfecting LNA18S or LNA-SuRE can indeed disrupt the cap-independent
translation activity of all five IRESs, while most of the LNA-Rnd
co-transfection did not affect the translation activity of the
IRES (Figure 5B; Figure S8A). The result suggests that disrupting
the key elements on the IRES with LNA can affect the cap-independent translation activity of the exogenous reporter circRNA.
To further examine if the key elements can also facilitate endogenous circRNA translation, we transfected the cells with the corresponding anti-sense LNA and quantified translating circRNAs
using the QTI method (Gao et al., 2015; Ingolia et al., 2012; Figure 5C). We found that disrupting the key regulatory elements by
LNA-18S or LNA-SuRE on the IRES of the endogenous circRNA
can in general cause decreased translation activity of the
endogenous circRNAs, while all the LNA-Rnd has no effect on
endogenous circRNA translation (Figure 5D). As the QTI method
specifically captured the RNAs that are at the initiation stage of
translation, this suggested that the decrease of endogenous
circRNA translation we observed upon LNA transfection came
from the decrease in translation initiation. We further validated
the results by quantifying the protein level produced from the
endogenous circRNAs (Figure S8C; Methods S5). The fact that
a few of the LNAs did not affect the translation activity of the
endogenous circRNAs (LNA-SuRE of IRES-876; LNA-18S of
IRES-8788) indicates that there may be other regulatory elements on the IRES that can independently facilitate endogenous
circRNA translation. Nevertheless, the results above suggest
that the key elements such as the 18S rRNA complementarity
and the 40–60 nt SuRE are important for facilitating translation
initiation of endogenous circRNAs.
Identification of potential endogenous protein-coding
circRNAs
Introducing synthetic IRES on circRNAs is sufficient to initiate
cap-independent translation (Chen and Sarnow, 1995), suggesting that endogenous circRNAs harboring the active circular IRES
may have protein-coding potential. Thus, to determine the poten-

tial protein-coding circRNAs, we mapped the eGFP(+) oligo sequences captured in our screens to the human circRNA database
(circBase) (Glazar et al., 2014) to identify the endogenous circRNAs that harbor the active IRES. Of 2,052 endogenous circRNAs
containing the sequences from the oligo library, 979 circRNAs
(~48%) contain one or more eGFP(+) oligo sequences (IRES[+]
circRNAs) (Figure 6A; Figure S9A; Table S5). These circRNAs
were generated from various parent genes that showed a fairly
homogeneous distribution across the genome (Figure S9B). We
examined the cancer-specific circRNA database (CSCD) (Xia
et al., 2018) and discovered that 294 of 979 IRES(+) circRNAs
(~30%) are expressed specifically in either non-transformed cell
lines (n = 141 cell lines) or cancer cell lines (n = 87 cell lines across
19 cancer types), respectively (Figure S9C), indicating their potential association with cancer progression. In line with our observation, many oncogenes possess transcript isoforms that encode
circRNAs, and dysregulation of several circRNA-encoded proteins was found to enhance tumorigenesis and metastasis in
several cancer types (Liang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018a, 2018b; Zheng et al., 2019).
We discovered that most IRES(+) circRNAs contain only one
IRES, and most eGFP(+) oligos map to only one circRNA (Figures
S9D and S9E), suggesting a specific one-to-one relationship between these IRES(+) circRNAs and the proteins encoded by
them. Thus, circRNA IRES would have been difficult to discover
by comparative sequence analysis across circRNAs. The result
also suggests that circRNA IRES activity may require long RNA
sequences, which are more likely to show up once per transcript,
rather than very short or repetitive sequences. Furthermore, we
discovered that the position of mapped eGFP(+) oligos on circRNAs is most frequently near the back-splicing junction (BSJ) of
the circRNA. This result suggests that the cap-independent
translation activity of the IRES on the circRNA is back-splicing
dependent; the IRES element or its downstream open reading
frame (ORF) is assembled only upon back-splicing (Figure S9F),
where such phenomenon has been reported in the IRES of some
protein-coding circRNAs (Legnini et al., 2017). Finally, Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis of the parent genes of these circRNAs
suggested that they are enriched in stress response and translation regulation (Figure 6B), where these two functions have also
been discovered in many circRNA-encoded proteins (Legnini
et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2019; Pamudurti et al., 2017; Yang
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a, 2018b; Zheng et al., 2019).
Above all, these results demonstrated that with our identified
eGFP(+) oligo sequences, we are able to determine potential
endogenous protein-coding circRNAs.
Identification of potential endogenous circRNAencoded peptides
Our data can map the position of eGFP(+) oligo sequences on
the circRNA, which allows us to determine the regions on circRNAs where the translation start sites may be located. With
IRES mapping and ORF analysis, we generated a list of 957 predicted peptide sequences encoded by human endogenous
circRNAs (circORFs) (Figure 6C; Table S6). We discovered that
some circRNAs contain the IRES sequence overlapping the
translated region of the ORF (n = 457 [~48%]) (Figure S9G).
The IRES-overlapping ORF has been observed in some
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Figure 5. IRES elements facilitate translation initiation of endogenous circRNAs
(A) A schematic of disrupting the key regulatory elements on the IRES by anti-sense LNAs targeting specific regions.
(B) Quantification of the normalized eGFP fluorescence intensity of the cells co-transfected with the corresponding LNA and the reporter plasmid carrying the
corresponding IRES. The number represents the index number of the oligo.
(C) A schematic of QTI-qRT-PCR quantification of the level of translation-initiating endogenous circRNAs.
(D) Quantification of the translation-initiating RNA level of the human endogenous circRNAs containing the corresponding IRES upon corresponding LNA
disruption. The circRNA level was normalized to the mock transfection.
In (B) and (D), an unpaired two-sample t test relative to mock transfection was performed. ns: not significant; *: p value < 0.05; **: p value < 0.01, ***: p value <
0.005. Error bar denotes SEM.

endogenous circRNA-encoded proteins, which suggests that
some regulatory mechanisms may exist between the initiation
and the elongation of circRNA translation (Legnini et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2018a). Interestingly, some circRNAs contain inframe ORFs without stop codons (n = 82 [~18%]), forming recursive ORFs, which may be a mechanism for amplifying the
expression level of the circORFs (Figures S9H and S9I).
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We then characterized the general functions of the potential
circORFs by searching for conserved motifs on the predicted
peptide sequences using Pfam analysis. The top motifs are
DNA binding motifs, translation elongation factors binding motifs,
protein kinase domains, and protein dimerization domains (Figure 6D), suggesting that circORFs may play roles in regulating
various biological functions, including signal transduction,
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Figure 6. Identification of putative endogenous circRNA-encoded proteins
(A) Quantification of the percentage of IRES-mapped human endogenous circRNAs.
(B) Top 12 represented biological processes from GO term analysis that are enriched in the parent genes of IRES(+) circRNAs.
(C) A schematic of generating the putative endogenous circORF list.
(D) Top 15 represented conserved motifs from Pfam analysis that are enriched in the predicted circORFs.
(E) A schematic of peptidomic validation of the putative circORFs.
(F) The heatmap showing the number of the unique MS/MS peptides detected in different peptidomic datasets for each of the peptidomic detected circORF. The
number on the right indicates the total number of different circORFs detected in the corresponding dataset.
(G) The MS1 and MS2 spectra of a representative tryptic BSJ peptide captured from circORF-575.

transcription, and translation. The size of most of these potential
circORFs was small (<100 amino acids) (Figure S9J), which suggests that the majority of them may be the truncated forms of the

proteins generated from their parent linear transcripts. We further
examined the short ORF (sORFs) database (Olexiouk et al., 2018),
which contains the peptide sequences (<100 amino acids) from
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the identified sORFs aggregated by multiple ribosome profiling
studies, to validate the potential circORFs. In comparison with
traditional ORF analysis, which takes all possible translation initiation locations, our IRES-mapped ORFs can identify endogenous
circORFs more efficiently, where ~33% of the potential circORFs
can be - supported by the sORF data (Figure S9K).
We further performed peptidomic analyses on the tandem MS
(MS/MS) datasets to validate the endogenous expression of the
circORFs (Figure 6E). We captured 124 circORFs harboring MSmatched unique tryptic peptides, including 15 circORFs harboring
MS-matched tryptic peptides spanning across the circRNA BSJ
(Figures 6F and 6G; Table S6). Because circRNAs are expressed
in a tissue-specific and cell line-specific manner (Rybak-Wolf
et al., 2015), to accurately estimate the circORF discovery rate
(the number of circORFs detected in each dataset), we consider
the IRES-containing circRNAs expressed in the corresponding
cell line as the denominator. By examining the IRES-containing
circRNAs expressed in human induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs) (Lei et al., 2018) and K562 (Okholm et al., 2020), we
observe circORF discovery rates much higher than the 1% false
discovery rate (FDR) we set for the PSM (iPSC, 12 of 115
[10.4%]; K562, 7 of 180 [3.9%]). To further validate the circORF
are expressed in K563 and U2OS, we performed parallel reaction
monitoring-MS (PRM-MS) and confirmed the detection of 4 of 7
unique circORF peptides found in MS/MS peptidomics (Figure S10; Table S6). These peptidomic data provide evidence
supporting that the circORFs are indeed expressed endogenously. We further analyzed the human leukocyte antigen class I
(HLA-I)-associated peptidomics (Bassani-Sternberg et al., 2015)
and identified two HLA-I-associated circORFs (Figure 6F). In silico
HLA-I binding predictor NetMHC4.1 analysis (Reynisson et al.,
2020) suggests that these two circORFs are indeed strong HLA-I
binder to the HLA-I variants expressed in the cell line (Table S6).
The result indicates a new functional role of circORFs that some
of the circORFs may enter the HLA-I presentation pathway and
contribute to the antigen repertoire.
Given the limitations of circORF peptidomics (Methods S6),
we interpret identification of circORFs as positive validation;
the absence of detection in MS proteomic data does not rule
out the translational potential for circRNA candidates. In line
with these considerations, when we applied the same limitations
to proteins encoded by lowly expressed mRNAs, matching for
expression level and down-sampled reference space, we found
that current peptidomic data can only recover ~5% peptides of
the protein encoded by the mRNA with the same RPKM (reads
per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) as the
mean circRNA RPKM (Figures S9L and S9M). The fact that we
are able to validate ~13% of circORFs (124 of 957) with peptidomics supports the contention that circRNAs widely encode
peptides similar to lowly expressed mRNAs. Together, these results suggest that we are able to build a putative circORF list
using our circRNA IRES screening assay, which can be validated
by genomic and peptidomic analyses.
circFGFR1p suppresses cell proliferation under stress
conditions through a dominant-negative regulation
To evaluate the functions of the circORFs, we chose an example
of a potential protein-coding circRNA (hsa_circ_0084007) and
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examined its encoded protein functions. The circRNA is generated from exon 7 to exon 2 back-splicing of Fibroblast Growth
Factor Receptor 1 (FGFR1) transcript (Glazar et al., 2014; Salzman et al., 2013); hence we suggest the names circFGFR1 and
circFGFR1p for this circRNA and its encoded protein, respectively. CircFGFR1 harbors an IRES with strong translation activity
in our screening assay (top 2%), located in the 50 UTR of FGFR1
(Figure 7A). ORF analysis using the immediate downstream AUG
revealed that the back-splicing generates a frameshift in exon 2
followed by a de novo stop codon within the IRES of circFGFR1,
resulting in an ORF that partially overlaps with the IRES (circORF_949) (Figure 7A). To characterize circFGFR1 functions,
we used a non-transformed human cell line, BJ fibroblasts,
which has a diploid genome for better phenotypic analysis and
high FGFR1 expression, for subsequent analyses.
We first confirmed circFGFR1 expression in BJ cell by reverse
transcription PCR (RT-PCR) and Sanger sequencing using the
divergent primers flanking the BSJ of exon 2 and exon 7 on
circFGFR1 (Figure 7B). Analysis of the predicted circFGFR1p
sequence indicates that it is a truncated form of FGFR1, which
has an intact extracellular fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1)
ligand-binding site, part of the dimerization domain (IgI, IgII,
and partial N0 terminus of IgIII) but lacks the intracellular
FGFR1 tyrosine kinase domain (Plotnikov et al., 2000; Figure 7C).
CircFGFR1p also harbors a unique region due to circFGFR1
back-splicing, where the peptide sequence of this region does
not exist in the linear proteome database (UniProt) (Figure 7C).
Western blotting using an antibody against the common
region of circFGFR1p and FGFR1 (Ab-both) showed signals
at the corresponding size of circFGFR1p (~38 kDa) and
FGFR1 (70–90 kDa) (Figure 7H). ENCODE data demonstrated
an absence of chromatin signature of promoters (H3K4me3)
near circFGFR1p IRES (Figure S11A), suggesting that the protein
was not generated from the truncated linear transcript because
of hidden promoters located in exon 2 of FGFR1. In line with
the observation above, the circFGFR1 IRES we identified (oligo
index 8228) does not display promoter activity from the linear
RNA IRES reporter screens (score = 0) (Weingarten-Gabbay
et al., 2016).
To validate endogenous circFGFR1p expression, we first
generated a custom antibody against the unique region of
circFGFR1p and performed immunoprecipitation liquid chromatography with tandem MS (IP-LC-MS/MS). Although no circFGF
R1p peptides were detected in the IgG control sample, we were
able to detect the tryptic peptides of the unique region of
circFGFR1p as well as the tryptic peptides overlapping with
the linear FGFR1 in the IP-LC-MS/MS sample, suggesting that
circFGFR1p is indeed expressed and can be captured by our
circFGFR1p antibody (Figure 7D). To further confirm circFGFR1p
expression in high resolution, we performed PRM-MS using a
synthetic heavy isotope-labeled reference peptide of the
circFGFR1p unique region. We can indeed identify the corresponding transition ions of the labeled reference peptide and
the sampling tryptic peptide from BJ cells (Figure 7E). Collectively, the IP-LC-MS/MS and the PRM-MS provide the strong evidence demonstrating endogenous circFGFR1p expression.
Upon binding to FGF, full-length FGFR1 dimerizes and autophosphorylates the kinase domain, which triggers the downstream
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Figure 7. CircRNA-encoded circFGFR1p suppresses cell proliferation under stress conditions
(A) A schematic of FGFR1 and circFGFR1 transcript.
(B) Sanger sequencing results detecting the back-splicing junction (yellow box) of circFGFR1.
(C) A schematic of the conserved motifs on FGFR1 and circFGFR1p. Ab (both), the antibody that can detect both FGFR1 and circFGFR1p. Ab-circFGFR1p,
custom circFGFR1p antibody.
(D) A schematic of the peptides captured by IP-MS (underline) that matched the circFGFR1p unique region (red) and the region overlapping with FGFR1 (black).
The antigen peptide of the circFGFR1p custom antibody was labeled in bold. Red box, the extracted region for IP-LC-MS/MS.
(E) The MS2 and the top three ranked PRM-MS transition ions spectra of the spike-in heavy isotope-labeled peptide (top) and the BJ tryptic peptide (bottom) of
circFGFR1p. [L], heavy isotope-labeled leucine.
(F) Western blots showing circFGFR1p and FGFR1 protein level (Ab-both) and the quantification of FGFR1 and circFGFR1 RNA level by qRT-PCR of cells
transfected with siRNA or LNA. An unpaired two-sample t test relative to siCtrl was performed.
(G) Quantification of cell proliferation in cells with the knockdown of siCircFGFR1 or circFGFR1-LNA with FGF1 addition. An unpaired two-sample t test relative to
siCtrl was performed.
(H) Western blots showing FGFR1 protein and circFGFR1p level with or without the heat-shock.
(I) Quantification of the western blot of circFGFR1p protein level relative to FGFR1 (all isoforms) under normal (WT) and heat-shock (HS) conditions. An unpaired
two-sample t test relative to WT was performed.
(J) Quantification of the western blot showing the change of the protein level of FGFR1 and circFGFR1p under the heat-shock condition. Protein level is
normalized to the GAPDH. A one-sample t test relative to 1 was performed.
Error bars in (F), (G), (I), and (J) represent SEM. ns: not significant; * p value < 0.05; ** p value < 0.01; *** p value < 0.005.
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signaling pathway and facilitates cell proliferation (Huret, 2009). By
co-expressing HA-tagged FGFR1 and FLAG-tagged circFGFR1p
in HEK293T cells, we confirmed that circFGFR1p is localized at the
cell membrane and endosomes similarly to FGFR1 (Figures S11B
and S11C). CircFGFR1p contains the FGFR1 dimerization/ligandbinding domain but lacks the kinase domain, suggesting that
circFGFR1p may function as a dominant-negative regulator of
FGFR1 that suppresses cell proliferation. To test this hypothesis,
we knocked down circFGFR1 with small interfering RNAs (siRNAs)
targeting the BSJ and discovered that knockdown of circFGFR1
can indeed facilitate cell proliferation upon FGF addition (Figure 7G), suggesting that circFGFR1 negatively regulates FGFR1
function. Interestingly, we also observe the same phenotype
upon knockdown of circFGFR1p using anti-sense LNA (LNA-18S
of IRES-8228) to disrupt circFGFR1p IRES without altering the
level of circFGFR1 or FGFR1 RNA, suggesting that the higher
cell proliferation rate is caused by knocking down circFGFR1p
but not circFGFR1 RNA. Also, circFGFR1p knockdown leads to
higher levels of total and active FGFR1 (phosphorylated FGFR1
[p-FGFR1]) (Figures 7F and 7G), suggesting that circFGFR1p functions not solely as a dominant-negative of FGFR1 signal transduction, but circFGF1p also inhibits FGFR1 accumulation, perhaps by
increasing FGFR1 turnover or degradation (Saffell et al., 1997).
Conversely, we observed that circFGFR1p overexpression (circF
GFR1pOE) suppresses cell proliferation, and co-overexpressing
FGFR1 and circFGFR1p (FGFR1OE + circFGFR1pOE) can partially
rescue the phenotype of cell proliferation suspension (Figure S11F), suggesting an antagonistic function of circFGFR1p for
FGFR1. These results show that circRNA-encoded circFGFR1p
can suppress cell growth by interacting with FGFR1 through a
dominant-negative mechanism.
In comparison with FGFR1, the expression level of circFGFR1p
is relatively low (Figure 7H), indicating that circFGFR1p may not
be a strong regulator under normal conditions. Nevertheless,
many IRESs have been reported to have steady cap-independent
translation activity under stress conditions (Bushell et al., 2006;
Holcik et al., 2000; Johannes and Sarnow, 1998; Nevins et al.,
2003; Schepens et al., 2005; Stoneley et al., 2000; Warnakulasuriyarachchi et al., 2004), including the IRES of some endogenous
protein-coding circRNAs, such as circZNF-609 (Legnini et al.,
2017). Thus, we further examined circFGFR1 IRES under stress
conditions, such as under heat shock, and found out that the
cap-independent translation activity of FGFR1 IRES remains
steady during the heat shock (Figure S11G). We then examined
the FGFR1 and circFGFR1p protein levels under the heat-shock
condition. We discovered that FGFR1 protein level was downregulated after the heat shock (Figures 7H and 7I), which is likely
due to the global reduction in cap-dependent translation during
the heat shock (Cuesta et al., 2000; Rhoads and Lamphear,
1995). On the other hand, the circFGFR1p level, which is regulated by cap-independent translation, remained steady after
the heat shock (Figures 7H and 7J; Figures S11H and S11I).
This result suggests that during heat shock, although the global
FGFR1 cap-dependent translation reduction is not directly
caused by the circFGFR1p level, the reduced FGFR1 level and
stable circFGFR1p level enhances the circFGFR1p dominantnegative effect and further lower the cell growth rate. Moreover,
FGFR1 has been shown to form homomultimers when induced
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by cell adhesion molecules (Zamai et al., 2019). The nature of
FGFR1 oligomerization may further enhance the dominant-negative effect of circFGFR1p. These phenomena may explain how
lowly expressed circFGFR1p can effectively regulate highly expressed FGFR1 and suppress cell proliferation under heat shock
(Figures S11J and S11K). In sum, our findings above demonstrated that with our methods, we not only identify a novel
circRNA-encoded protein, circFGFR1p, that negatively regulates
FGFR1 and suppresses cell proliferation through a dominantnegative mechanism under stress conditions but also reveal an
important regulatory mechanism of circRNAs and their encoded
proteins.
DISCUSSION
IRES elements suggest pervasive circRNA translation
Here we describe a high-throughput reporter assay that identified a family of 17,201 RNA elements capable of driving circRNA
translation. Although our IRES screening was performed on an
ectopic circRNA reporter, which in general shows higher translation activity than endogenous circRNA (Fan et al., 2019; Wang
and Wang, 2015), the number of identified human 50 UTR IRES
contribute to ~34% of all the human 50 UTR oligos in our
screening, which is close to the percentage that has been reported in previous IRES screening studies using a linear bicistronic reporter (Hershey et al., 2012; Weingarten-Gabbay et al.,
2016). Moreover, Pamudurti et al. (2017) reported 122 endogenous protein-coding circRNAs on the basis of ribosome profiling
of Drosophila heads. Considering the genome-wide nature of our
screen, which is applicable to circRNAs from multiple human cell
and tissue types, and the increased complexity of the human
transcriptome compared with the fly transcriptomes, the 10fold increase in detection of protein-coding circRNAs in our
assay is within a reasonable scale. Thus, along with the validation by many orthogonal approaches, our study suggests pervasive circRNA translation driven by circRNA IRES.
A bipartite model of circRNA IRES organization and
function
We discover that 18S rRNA complementarity and a distinct secondary structure (SuRE) on the IRES can facilitate circRNA translation. These new elements thus potentially mediate a significant
but previously unexplained output of the human gene expression
program. Although m6A modification and A-U-rich sequences
have been shown to facilitate circRNA translation (Fan et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2017), we did not find enrichment of these
two elements in the identified circRNA IRES (Figure S6D). As
m6A on endogenous circRNAs can prevent immune recognition
and activation of the PKR translation inhibition pathway (Chen
et al., 2019), it is possible that the role of m6A and A-U-rich sequences on circRNA translation were confounded by circRNA
immunity. We performed our IRES screen in HEK293T cells,
which lack RIG-I activity (Chen et al., 2017) so that the result
was not affected by the effects of m6A on circRNA immunity.
Nevertheless, we do not rule out other regulatory mechanisms
that can collaboratively facilitate cap-independent translation
on the circRNA.
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Although the mechanism for IRES to distinguish circRNA and
linear RNA remains unclear, we suggest that the mechanism may
be associated with different biogenesis process between
circRNA and linear RNA. One possible mechanism is that the
recruitment of IRES trans-acting factors (ITAFs) on circular
IRES is back-splicing dependent. Our study revealed that
many IRESs on the endogenous circRNAs are located near the
BSJ further supports this mechanism. Another possible mechanism is that the recruitment of ITAFs on the circular IRES
depends on the circRNA-specific nuclear export pathway. Other
mechanisms such as the RNA methylation patterns on the
circRNA near the BSJ may also play roles in regulating
circRNA-specific IRES activity (Chen et al., 2019). Nevertheless,
further investigation is needed to identify the detailed mechanism regulating specific translation activity of circular IRES and
linear IRES.
Multiple outcomes of circRNA translation
The act of circRNA translation may also lead to a number of
possible outcomes beyond producing functional proteins, such
as generating rapidly degraded peptides that regulate immune
surveillance (Goldberg, 2007; Rock et al., 1994). Moreover,
circRNA translation may engage additional mechanisms such
as nonsense-mediated RNA decay analogous to long noncoding
RNA (lncRNA) translation (D’Lima et al., 2017; Hartford and Lal,
2020; Kurosaki and Maquat, 2016; Smith and Baker, 2015;
Wery et al., 2016), RNA quality control via ribosome movement
(D’Orazio and Green, 2021), and inhibiting the translation of other
RNAs by competing with standby ribosomes (Darfeuille et al.,
2007). In these scenarios, circRNA may be actively translated
and regulating important cellular functions, neither of which requires the accumulation of stable proteins to a detectable level.
These alternative outcomes may also explain the limitation of using MS datasets for validating circRNA translation. Our discovery
of circRNA IRES elements can facilitate the discovery and characterization of the multiple outcomes of endogenous circRNA
translation, which opens the door to study circRNA’s engagement in these diverse mechanisms.
CircRNA-encoded proteins as functional regulators of
signaling circuitry
Our findings highlight an important regulatory mechanism of how
cells use different translation machinery to respond to stress
conditions. Although cells predominantly use cap-dependent
linear mRNA translation to produce proteins, they can shift the
RNA source of translation toward circRNA by downregulating
the cap-dependent translation activity and maintain the same
or higher cap-independent translation activity of circRNA IRES
under stress conditions (Methods S7). The depletion of
circFGFR1 in cancer samples may occur to downregulate
circFGFR1p and increase the proliferative signaling through
FGF signaling cancers (Nair et al., 2016; Vo et al., 2019; Xia
et al., 2018; Methods S8). More generally, we speculate that
circRNA-encoded proteins may be a useful mechanism to elaborate modules from within multi-domain proteins that endow
cells with the ability to independently control their translation.
Although further investigation is needed to understand how cells
coordinate the linear RNA and circRNA translation machinery,

our findings identify a model of how circRNA translation is regulated by a different mechanism from linear mRNA translation and
how cells use circRNA-encoded proteins to respond to a dynamic environment.
Limitations of the study
Several limitations set the stage for future studies. First, our oligo
library did not tile all human circRNA sequences. The ~17,000
candidate circRNA IRES were identified from an artificial oligo library that represented only a subset of endogenous circRNA sequences. The landscape of endogenous circRNAs continue to
be refined and expanded, and there are circRNAs for which we
have no functional data on IRES activity. Second, although the
BSJ tryptic peptide provides strong evidence that these circORFs are expressed in cells, unique BSJ peptide was not available in many cases. Further genomic and proteomic validation to
exclude possible alternative origins of circORF-matching peptide is recommended. Third, our screen was conducted in one
cell type. Whether and how circRNA translation is differentially
regulated in different cell types remain to be explored. Future
studies aimed at comprehensive circRNA coverage and endogenous circRNA translation will shed light on the biological significance, if any, when circRNAs meet ribosomes.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Cell lines and maintenance
Human HeLa (cervical adenocarcinoma, ATCC CCL-2), human HEK293T (embryonic kidney, ATCC CRL-3216) cells, human BJ
(fibroblast, ATCC CRL-2522), and U2OS (osteosarcoma, ATCC HTB-96) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM, Invitrogen, 11995-073) supplemented with 100 units/ml penicillin-streptomycin (GIBCO, 15140-163) and 10% (v/v) fetal
bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, SH30071.03). Cell growth was maintained at 37 C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere, passaging
at a 1:10 dilution every 2-3 days.
Cell culture and transient transfection
Cells were plated 24 hours prior to transfection. Cells were at 70 to 80% confluence and 500 ng of RNA was transfected into one well
of a 24-well plate using Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, L3000008). The nucleic acids with P3000 and Lipofectamine
3000 were diluted in Opti-MEM (Thermo Fischer Scientific, 31985088) per manufacturer’s instructions, and incubated for 3 minutes at
room temperature. The nucleic acids and Lipofectamine 3000 were the mixed together, incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature and then the nucleic acids-Lipofectamine 3000 complexes were applied dropwise to the monolayer cultures. For NEON
transfection, cells were electroporated with NEON Transfection System (Thermo Fisher Scientific MPK5000S) per manufacturer’s
instructions. In most cases, cells were resuspended in buffer R at 2x107/mL and 5 mg of DNA plasmid was electroporated with a
100 mL NEON tip.
METHOD DETAILS
Generating mRuby-ZKSCAN1-split-eGFP reporter construct
The mRuby-ZKSCAN1-split-eGFP reporter construct contains a bicistronic mRuby reporter followed by a permuted split-eGFP reporter flanked by human ZKSCAN1 introns, where during transcription, the pre-mRNA of the construct will undergo spliceosomemediated back-splicing and reconstitute full-length eGFP on the circRNA (Liang and Wilusz, 2014). Because full-length eGFP is
only reconstituted upon back-splicing, the eGFP fluorescence signal can only come from the circRNA through cap-independent
translation. Two well-known concerns for bicistronic IRES screens are cryptic promoters or splice sites that activate transcription
or readthrough of the downstream open reading frame (ORF), respectively (Baranick et al., 2008). Our design obviates both concerns
because ectopic transcription of only the 50 fragment of the split-eGFP cannot produce fluorescence signal. Northern blots, quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR), RNase R treatment, and reporter gene experiments confirmed
that the eGFP signal we detected did not come from trans-splicing or the nicking of the eGFP circRNA (Figure S1). Following transfection into human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells, we sorted the transfected cells by the ratio of eGFP to mRuby fluorescence
into seven bins, and deconvoluted the frequencies of oligo sequences in each pool by deep sequencing (Sharon et al., 2012; Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016).
Specifically, the mRuby-ZKSCAN-split-eGFP reporter plasmid was generated using pcDNA3.1(+) ZKSCAN1 Sense as the backbone vector (addgene: 60631) (Liang and Wilusz, 2014). Specifically, the eGFP reporter was split into two parts and cloned into the
backbone vector flanked by the ZKSCAN1 intron 2 and 3, where the full-length eGFP can only be reconstituted when the RNA is
circularized. An EcoRV cloning site was inserted right before the start codon of the split eGFP reporter for oligo library insertion.
The mRuby construct was then inserted between the CMV promoter and the upstream of the ZKSCAN1 intron to generate
mRuby-ZKSCAN1-split-eGFP reporter plasmid.
Oligo library amplification
The oligo library was obtained as a gift from Dr. Eran Segal, Weizmann Institute of Science. The detail desgin of the oligo library were
described in Weingarten-Gabbay et al. (2016). Specifically, the synthetic oligo library contains 55,000 different single-stranded 210 nt
oligos. Each oligo contains a 174 nt unique sequence flanked by common priming sequences (50 -CTAGGGCGCGCCAGTCCT-(N)174CGACTCGGACCGATGGTG-30 ). For the oligo library amplification, we set up 16 individual PCR reactions using Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix (NEB: M4049). Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 0.3 ng library DNA, 2.5 mL 20 mM forward primer, and 2.5 mL
20 mM reverse primer (Fw: ACGAGCTGTACAAGTAAGATGGCGCGCCAGTCCT; Rv: TCGCCCTTGCTCACCATGATCATCGGTCCG
AGTCG; underlined sequence represents the sequence complementary to the priming sequence of oligos in the library). The parameters for PCR were 95 C for 1 min, 20 cycles of 95 C for 20 s, 63 C for 20 s, and 72 C for 1 min, each, and finally one cycle of 72 C for
5 min. The PCR products from all 16 reactions were pooled and purified using DNA Clean & Concentrator-25 (Zymo Research: D4033).
Cloning oligo library into reporter construct
The mRuby-ZKSCAN1-split-eGFP reporter plasmid was first digested with EcoRV-HF in CutSmart Buffer (NEB) at 37 C for 2 h. The
digested plasmid was then separated on a 2% E-Gel EX Agarose Gel (Invitrogen: G402022) and purified using Zymoclean Gel DNA
Recovery Kit (Zymo Research: D4002). To clone the oligo library into the reporter plasmid, we set up 4 assembly reactions using
NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly (NEB: E2621). Each 10 mL assembly reaction contained 100 ng digested reporter plasmid and 6 ng
amplified oligo library. The assembly reactions were incubated at 50 C for 1 h. We then set up 8 transformation reactions. For
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each transformation, 5 mL of assembly product was transformed into 25 mL NEB 10-beta Competent E. coli (NEB: C3019H) by heat
shock. The transformed competent cells were recovered in 1 mL 10-beta/Stable Outgrowth Medium (NEB: B9035) at 37 C for 1 h. We
then pooled all the recovered competent cells and plated them on LB AMP-100 Agar plates (Teknova) (400 mL each). The plates were
incubated at 37 C for 16 h. We then scraped the plates into LB medium and purified the pooled oligo library reporter plasmids
(mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP) using ZymoPURE II Plasmid Maxiprep (Zymo Research: D4203).
Transfection of mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter construct
We first used the percentage of mRuby(+) cells to determine the multiplicity of infection (MOI). Specifically, we performed serial dilutions that the pooled mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter plasmids were diluted in dummy plasmids (pUC19 Vector; NEB:
N3041) of 1:5, 1:10, 1:50, 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:5000, and 1:50000 in molar ratio. We then transfected HEK293T cells on a 15-cm
plate with each dilution respectively using Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s protocol. After five days, we collected the cells from each plate and determine the MOI of each dilution by analyzing the
percentage of mRuby(+) cells using flow cytometry. We used the dilution of 1:500 for the subsequent transfection as it showed the
MOI close to 0.1. Six 15-cm plates of HEK293T cells were then transfected with diluted mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter
plasmids as described above. Each 15-cm plate transfection contained 45 mg total DNA, 90 mL P3000, and 90 mL Lipofectamine Reagent in 4.5 mL Opti-MEM Reduced Serum Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific: 31985070). We chose to conduct our circRNA IRES
screen in HEK293 cells which lack RIG-I activity so that the IRES screening result will not be confounded by effects of m6A on circRNA
immunity.
Sorting cells transfected with mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter construct by FACS
Transfected cells were grown for five days. Cells were then trypsinized with TrypLE Express (Thermo Fisher Scientific: 12604013),
centrifuged, and resuspended in FACS sorting buffer (2 mM EDTA and 2% Fetal Bovine Serum in PBS). Sorting was performed
with BD FACS Aria II Sorter. The mRuby gene allowed us to normalize for transduction efficiency by translation of a regular linear
mRNA. mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) cells were sorted into seven expression bins according to their mRuby normalized eGFP signal intensity.
We collected ~2 million mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) in total. In addition, we collected ~1 million mRuby(+) cells to determine the representation
of the oligo library.
Generating library for next-generation sequencing
Total DNA from each expression bin was extracted using Quick-DNA Microprep Plus Kit (Zymo Research: D4074). Three rounds of
PCR using NEBNext Ultra II Q5 Master Mix (NEB: M0544) were performed to generate the library for next-generation sequencing. For
the first PCR, oligo library sequence was amplified using the following primer set – Fw: GGGATCACTCTCGGCATGGA; Rv:
GCTCCTCGCCCTTGCTCAC. Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 200 ng total DNA, 500 nM forward primer, and 500 nM reverse
primer. The parameters for the PCR were 98 C for 1 min, 24 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 65 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s, each, and finally
one cycle of 72 C for 5 min. For the second PCR, adaptor priming sequences were added to the oligo library using the following
primer set – Fw: TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGGGATCACTCTCGGCATGGA; Rv: GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAG
ATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGCTCCTCGCCCTTGCTCAC (underlined sequence represents the sequence for illumina adapters priming). Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 1.25 mL of the first PCR product, 500 nM forward primer, and 500 nM reverse primer.
The parameters for the PCR were 98 C for 1 min, 18 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 70 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s, each, and finally one cycle
of 72 C for 5 min. For the third PCR, custom barcodes adapters were used for the reaction (Buenrostro et al., 2015). Each 50 mL PCR
reaction contained 1 mL of 1:20 diluted second PCR product, 1 mM Ad1 adaptor, and 1 mM Ad2 adaptor. The parameters for the PCR
were 98 C for 1 min, 15 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 72 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s, each, and finally one cycle of 72 C for 5 min. The PCR
product was then separated on a 2% E-Gel EX Agarose Gel (Invitrogen: G402022) and the DNA fragments with expected size were
purified using Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research). The concentration of library was determined using KAPA Library
Quantification Kit (Kapa Biosystems: KK4854). The library of total mRuby(+) cells was prepared and generated using the same
method described above. The library of each expression bin and the total mRuby(+) library were sequenced on MiSeq (Illumina)
respectively. We collected ~1.2 million reads for each expression bin and ~2 million reads for the total mRuby(+) library.
Quantification of mean eGFP expression bin for each designed oligo
To determine the number of reads for each designed oligo in each expression bin, we first generated an artificial genome by concatenating the first 37 nucleotide sequence of all 55,000 designed oligos with spacers of 50 N’s. For each single-end MiSeq reads, the
common priming sequences were trimmed, and the first 37 nucleotide sequence of the trimmed reads were extracted and mapped to
the artificial genome. The number of reads of each designed oligo was then counted in each expression bin respectively. The multimappers were excluded from the analysis. To quantify the eGFP expression level of each oligo, we calculated the mean weighted
rank distribution of the reads acorss the bins. The weight of each bin is the fraction of the number of reads in this bin of its total reads
in all seven bins. The rank is the bin number from the bin with the lowest eGFP (bin #1) to the bin with the highest eGFP signal (bin #7).
We performed two independent biological replicates and we used the average eGFP expression of the two replicates as the mean
eGFP expression bin for each designed oligo. The oligos were determined as not presented in the library if the oligos had no reads
detected in two adjacent bins or had less than five reads in the total mRuby(+) library or any of the two replicates. We assigned the
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value of 1 to the oligos that were not presented in the library. To determine the oligos with cap-independent translation activity
(eGFP(+) oligos), we calculated the weighted rank distribution of cells transfected with no-IRES-inserted reporter plasmid as
the background eGFP expression. The background eGFP expression was calculated based on the distribution of the reads across
the bins rather than a simple cut off value, which is a more conservative approach to avoid possible false positive events because the
empty circRNA eGFP reporter could have weak translation activity (Abe et al., 2015) (Figure S2D). The oligos were defined as eGFP(+)
oligo as the oligo with eGFP expression higher than the background eGFP expression (eGFP expression (bin) = 3.466387). ). We
further verify that the eGFP(+) oligos we identified were able to initiate circRNA translation of different coding sequences (CDSs) (Figure S2E). We also observed substantially weaker cap-independent translation activity of circRNA compared to linear RNA translation
driven by the cap-dependent translation (Figure S2F). In addition to the 50 UTRs of the human genes that have been recently discovered by the linear RNA bicistronic IRES screening assay, such as EIF4 and BID (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016), our assay further
captured ~900 sequences from the 50 UTR of the human genes that can initiate cap-independent translation on the circRNA reporter
but do not show cap-independent translation activity in the previous linear RNA bicistronic IRES screening assay (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016). The quantification of translation activity was highly reproducible between two independent biological replicates
(Figure S2A), and we confirmed that the results were not confounded by the change of circRNA back-splicing efficiency due to
different oligo inserts (Figures S2B and S2C).
Northern blotting
One 15-cm plate of HEK293T cells were transfected with diluted mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter plasmids using Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described in the IRES screening. Transfected cells were grown for five
days, trypsinized, and sorted by eGFP signal intensity. mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) cells were collected and the total RNA of the cells was purified
using Quick-RNA Midiprep Kit (Zymo Research). 30 mg of total RNA was then treated with 30 U RNase R (MACLAB: RNASR-200) at 37 C
for 30 min in 1X RNase R Buffer (0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 M LiCl). Another 30 mg of total RNA was incubated in 1X RNase
R Buffer without RNase R addition at 37 C for 30 min as the RNase R(-) sample. Total RNA with or without RNase R treatment was purified
using RNA Clean & Concentrator-25 (Zymo Research: R1017), respectively. Northern blotting was then performed using NorthernMaxGly Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM1946) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Specifically, purified RNA was incubated with equal
volume of Glyoxal Load Dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM8551) at 50 C for 30 min, loaded into 1% agarose gels made in 1X Gel Prep/
Gel Running buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM8678), and ran at 75V for 40 min. The gels were then stained in 1X SYBR Gold Nucleic
Acid Gel Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific: S11494) diluted in 1X Gel Prep/ Gel Running buffer at room temperature for 5 min, and transferred to BrightStar-Plus Positively Charged Nylon Membranes (Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM10100) using iBlot 2 Gel Transfer Device
(Thermo Fisher Scientific: IB21001) with the following parameters: 20V for 2 min, 23V for 2 min, and 25V for 3 min. We then crosslinked the
blots with Stratalinker 1800 (Stratagene) using autocrosslink Mode. RNA ladders on the blots (Millennium RNA Markers, Invitrogen:
AM7150) were then visualized and marked on a E-Gel Imager (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The blots were then blocked in ULTRAhyb Buffer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM8670; pre-warmed warmed to 68 C) with 20 U SUPERasedIn RNase Inhibitor (Invitrogen: AM2694) at 65 C
for 30 min. 0.1 nM biotinylated ssDNA probes synthesized by IDT against the corresponding region on the reporter RNA (mRuby: /5BiosG/AGAAATCAGGGATGTCGGCCGGGTACTTGATAAAAGTACGGCTGCCATACATGAACGACGTGGCAAGAATGTCAAAGGCAAAT
GGCAGGG; 30 eGFP: /5BiosG/ACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGAGAGTGATCCCGGCGGCGGTCACGAACTCCAGCAGGACCATGTGATCG
CGCTTCTCGTTGGGGTCTTTGCTCA; eGFP-junction: /5Biosg/GTAGTGGTCGGCGAGCTGCACGCTGCCGTCCTCGATGTTGTGGC
GGATCTTGAAGTTCAC) were added to the blots, respectively, in ULTRAhyb Buffer and incubated at 65 C overnight. The blots were
then washed with Northern Blot Wash Solutions (Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM8673), followed by blocking in SuperBlock (PBS) Blocking
Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific: 37517) at room temperature for 40 min. After the blocking, the blots were incubated with IRDye 800CW
Streptavidin (LI-COR Biosciences; 1:2000) in SuperBlock (PBS) Blocking Buffer at room temperature for 40 min, washed with Northern
Blot Wash Solutions and PBS. The blots were imaged with Odyssey CLx Imager (LI-COR Biosciences). Our reporter produces a ~3000
nucleotide (nt) primary linear transcript and a ~900 nt eGFP circRNA.
Normalization of eGFP expression level in linear and circular RNA reporter system
For each oligo, we calculated the normalized eGFP expression from the circRNA versus from the linear RNA template. The eGFP
expression level for each synthetic oligo in a linear bicistronic reporter screening assay was obtained from Weingarten-Gabbay
et al. (2016). Their study utilized a similar eGFP reporter system and the same synthetic oligo library for screening IRES activity on
the linear RNA. We normalized the data by first calculating the fold differences of eGFP level for each oligo relative to the background
eGFP level (no-IRES reporter plasmid) in each study respectively ((eGFPoligo - eGFPbackground)/eGFPbackground). Since the maximum
eGFP level obtained from Weingarten-Gabbay et al. study was higher than ours, we further normalized our data by multiplying the
ratio of their maximum eGFP level over our maximum eGFP level (eGFPmax(Weingarten-Gabbay et al.)/eGFPmax(our data)). Only the oligos
that are captured in both studies were included in the analysis. To define linear and circular IRES, we took a more conservative
approach, where linear IRES represents the oligo showing cap-independent translation activity in the linear RNA screening system
only (Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016); and circular IRES represents the oligo showing cap-independent translation activity in the
circular RNA screening system only (our study). When we examined the distribution of the human and viral IRES among circular
IRES, linear IRES, and the IRES showing translation activity in both linear and circular RNA, respectively, we did not find any significant difference among the IRES (Figures S4B–S4D).
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Cell lysis for polysome fractionation
Two 15-cm plates of HEK293T cells were transfected with mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP for 48 h. Each 15-cm plate transfection contained 45 mg total DNA, 90 mL P3000, and 90 mL Lipofectamine Reagent in 4.5 mL Opti-MEM I Reduced Serum Medium
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). We then added final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL of cycloheximide to one of the 15-cm plate and incubate
it at 37 C for 3 min. The plate was placed on ice immediately and wash with 10 mL ice-cold PBS for three times. We then added
600 mL of lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT, and 0.5% Triton X-100) containing 0.1 mg/
mL of cycloheximide to the plate and collected the cell lysate. For the other plate, we added 600 mL of lysis buffer containing
3.3 mM of puromycin and collected the cell lysate. Both samples were then incubated on ice for 10 min, and centrifuged at
14,000 rpm at 4 C for 10 min. The supernatant from the samples were collected for sucrose gradient fractionation.
Sucrose gradient fractionation and circRNA purification
700 mg of cycloheximide or puromycin treated cell lysates were carefully layered over linear sucrose gradient (10%–60% for cycloheximide sample and 10%–50% for puromycin sample), and centrifuged at 35,000 rpm at 4 C in a Beckman SW41 rotor for 2 h and
45 min. The gradients were then fractionated using an ISCO gradient fractionation system equipped with a UA-6 detector. The light
RNP, 40S, 60S, 80S, and polysome fractions were monitored by the absorption of A254, and collected by a fixed time interval. 16
tubes of fractions were collected in total (#1 to #16). The total RNAs of each fraction were purified respectively using RNeasy Mini
Kit with DNase treatment (QIAGEN: 74004). We then performed the RNase R treatment in conditions that allows RNase R to digest
potential G-quadruplex containing linear RNA efficiently (Xiao and Wilusz, 2019). We also optimized the RNase R digestion duration to
obtain > 100 fold circRNA enrichment over linear RNA (Figure S5B). The RNAs were treated with RNase R (MCLAB; 20 U/20 mg RNA)
in 1X RNase R Buffer (0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH8.0), 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 M LiCl) at 37 C for 30 min to obtain circRNAs, and the circRNAs were
purified using RNA Clean & Concentrator-25 (Zymo Research: R1013). In comparison to the CHX treatment, treating transfected cells
with puromycin (PMY) caused translated circRNAs shifting from the poly(ribosome)-associated fractions to the 40S fraction (Figure S5C), suggesting that CHX treatment is able to capture translated circRNAs. We confirmed that the higher enrichment of
(poly)ribosome-associated eGFP(+) oligos was not caused by the capturing efficiency or the expression level of the oligos (Figures
S5D and S5E).
Quantification of (poly)ribosome-enriched circRNAs
The oligo sequences from each sample were amplified by RT-PCR with SuperScript IV One-Step RT-PCR System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific: 12594100) using primers flanking the oligo sequence (Fw: GGGATCACTCTCGGCATGGA; Rv: GCTCCTCGCCCTTG
CTCAC). cDNA libraries were generated and sequenced with HiSeq 4000 using the library generation method described above.
We pooled the cDNA libraries from two independent replicates of polysome fractionation for the subsequent analysis. The reads
of each designed oligo were mapped and calculated as eGFP expression quantification. For each captured oligo, we calculated
the total RPKM in the (poly)ribosome fractions (#7 to #12) as the (poly)ribosome RPKM. We then defined an oligo as (poly)ribosome
enriched if the proportion of (poly)ribosome RPKM ((poly)ribosome RPKM divided by the total RPKM (RPKM(poly)ribosome/RPKMtotal)) is
greater than the proportion of number of (poly)ribosome fractions (the number of (poly)ribosome fractions divided by the total number
of fractions (6/16 = 0.375)) of the oligo.
Analyzing translation initiation sites from QTI-seq
The Ribo-seq and QTI-seq data of HEK293 cell was obtained from Gao et al. study (SRA160745) (Gao et al., 2015). The raw reads
were filtered, trimmed, and rRNA depleted as described in the study. The processed reads of Ribo-seq and QTI-seq were then mapped to the human genome (hg19) using Tophat2 and visualized on IGV. The positions of the TIS on the captured oligos were determined by mapping the TIS positions identified in the Gao et al. study to the positions of the oligos on the human genome. We further
identified three types of eGFP(+)/TIS(+) oligos: (1) oligos containing the translated initiation site that have been annotated on linear
transcripts (annotated TIS; aTIS), (2) oligos containing the translated initiation site that were not annotated on linear transcripts (nonannotated TIS; nTIS) which can be located at the 50 UTR, CDS or 30 UTR region of the transcripts, and (3) oligos containing both aTIS
and nTIS signal (dual TIS; dTIS). The aTIS was defined as the translated initiation site that has been annotated on the linear transcript
within 5 nucleotides downstream of the position of the mapped oligo, and the nTIS was defined as the translated initiation site that
was not annotated on the linear transcript. Only the oligos with Ribo-seq reads and can be mapped to the human genome were
included in the analysis. When we mapped the position of translation initiation sites on each oligo, we did not observe any translation
initiation hotspots on the oligo (Figure S6B), suggesting that the translation initiation is not influenced by the position on the oligo.
18S rRNA active regions identification
The synthetic oligo library was designed to contain 171 oligos with sequences complementary to human 18S rRNA, with a 10-nt
sliding window between each consecutive oligo that reconstitutes the entire 1869-nt full-length 18S rRNA sequence. For each position on the 18S rRNA, we calculated the average eGFP expression of all the oligos containing the corresponding complementary
sequence. We defined active regions as the complementary sequence within these active regions shows average eGFP expression
higher than the background eGFP expression. We did not observe any hotspot positions of the active 7-mers located on the circRNA
IRES (Figure S6C).
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Scanning mutagenesis analysis
We included oligos designed for scanning mutagenesis of 99 reported IRESs and 734 native 50 UTRs in our synthetic oligo library
(Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016). The oligos were designed as non-overlapping sliding windows of 14-nt random substitution mutation tiling across the entire IRES or 50 UTR. We defined the essential elements (Figure 3G, shaded in blue) as the region from the start
position of the mutation (Figure 3G, black dots) where there was a sharp decrease of the IRES activity to the next start position of the
mutation where the IRES activity was resumed or above the mean eGFP expression level. We further defined the local and global
sensitive IRES as whether the IRES activity was affected by a single mutation or multiple mutations, respectively. The global sensitive
IRESs have more structured sequences (i.e., significantly lower minimum free energy (MFE) value) compared to local sensitive IRESs
(Weingarten-Gabbay et al., 2016); hence we suggest that the overall secondary structure of global sensitive IRESs are crucial for their
IRES activity, because the more structured sequences are more likely to be affected by the mutation regardless of the position of the
mutation. On the other hand, local sensitive IRESs have less structured sequences and are more resistant to the mutation; hence we
suggest that the IRES activity of local sensitive IRESs may be regulated by a short sequence as the essential element.
Quantification of IRES activity of designed oligos
All designed oligos were ordered from IDT gBlocks Gene Fragments. Designed oligos were first cloned into the mRuby-ZKSCAN1split-eGFP plasmid using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly (NEB BioLabs) to generate mRuby-ZKSCAN1-oligo-split-eGFP reporter
plasmid. The reporter plasmid was then transfected into cells using Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for HEK293T cells
(100 ng DNA) or Neon Transfection System 10 mL Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific: MPK5000) for BJ cells (1 mg DNA) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Transfected cells were grown for five days. Cells were then trypsinized, centrifuged, and resuspended in FACS
sorting buffer (2 mM EDTA and 2% Fetal Bovine Serum in PBS). The measurement of mRuby and eGFP fluorescence signal intensity
was performed on LSRII Analyzer. We analyzed 10,000-20,000 cells for each sample. The IRES activity was determined by the ratio of
the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of eGFP and mRub3 in mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) cells (MFIeGFP/MFImRuby). The analysis was performed using FlowJo V10. We used mock transfection cells as the mRuby(-)/eGFP(-) double negative control for gating mRuby(+)/
eGFP(+) cells. N = 4-6 independent replicates.
Generating circRNA containing oligo of interest for M2-seq
All designed oligos used in M2-seq were ordered from IDT gBlocks Gene Fragments. The M2-seq protocol was adapted from Cheng
et al. (2017). Specifically, the sequence of oligo of interest was flanked with strong hairpins to insulate the oligo sequence (50 - GAACG
ACTCGAGTAGAGTCGAAAAGGCGCGCCAGTCCT -(N)174- GTTGTTGTTGTTGTTTCTTTTGTTGGAGTCTACTCGACTCCTTTC 30 ).
We then performed error-prone PCR with GeneMorph II Random Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies: 200550) according to manufacturer’s protocol using the primer set containing the overhang sequences for subsequent cloning (Fw: CATATGCCAGTGTTATG
GATGAACGACTCGAGTAGAGTCGAAAAGGCGCGCCAGTCCT; Rv: AAAACATCTACTGAGGTTGTTGTTGTTGTTTCTTTTGTTGGA
GTCTACTCGACTCCTTTC; underlined sequence represents the overhang sequence). The error-prone PCR oligos were cloned
into a circRNA producing plasmid described in Chen et al. (2017). Specifically, the autocatalytic-splicing circEGFP vector was
pre-digested with ScaI-HF (NEB: R3122) and EcoRV-HF (NEB: R3195) and the error-prone PCR product was cloned into the vector
using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly (NEB: E2621). It generated vectors containing the error-prone PCR oligos flanked by the
permuted Td intron from T4 bacteria phage. The circRNAs of error-prone PCR oligos was produced using PCR with 500 nM T7 promoter overhang primers (Fw: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGgggaattctagagaaaatttcgt; Rv: ctgcaggtcgactctagagaaag; underlined: T7
promoter overhang) followed by in vitro transcription using HiScribe T7 High Yield RNA Synthesis (NEB: E2040). During in vitro transcription, the permuted Td intron underwent autocatalytic back-splicing, producing circRNA harboring error-prone PCR oligos (Chen
et al., 2017). The circRNAs were then purified with DNase digestion (TURBO DNase; Thermo Fisher Scientific: AM2238) at 37 C for
15 min and RNase R digestion (MACLAB; 20 U RNase R per 20 mg of RNA) in 1X RNase R Buffer (0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH8.0) at 37 C for
30 min. The samples were then separated on a 2% E-Gel EX Agarose Gel (Invitrogen) and the circRNA fragments with expected size
were purified using Zymoclean Gel RNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research: R1011).
Generating library for M2-seq and M2-net analysis
We first performed DMS mutagenesis on the circRNA generated above and purified the circRNA as described in Cheng et al. (2017).
Specifically, the circRNAs were denatured at 95 C for 2 min and placed on ice for 1 min. We then allowed the circRNAs to refold in
5 mL of folding buffer (1.5 M sodium cacodylate (pH7.0) and 50 mM MgCl2) and 14.5 mL of water at 37 C for 30 min. The circRNAs were
then treated with 2.5 mL DMS (15% DMS in ethanol) at 37 C for 6 min followed by quenching with 25 mL b-mercaptoethanol and 50 mL
of water and circRNA purification by ethanol precipitation. The complimentary single-stranded DNA of the circRNA was generated by
reverse transcription using SuperScript IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific: 18090050) with oligo sequence specific primer
(TCTTTTGTTGGAGTCTACTCGACTCCTTT) and purified with DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 (Zymo Research: D4013). Three rounds
of PCR using NEBNext Ultra II Q5 Master Mix (NEB) were performed to generate the cDNA library for next-generation sequencing. For
the first PCR, oligo library sequence was amplified using the following primer set – Fw: GAACGACTCGAGTAGAGTCGAAAA; Rv:
TCTTTTGTTGGAGTCTACTCGACTCCTTT. Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 200 ng total DNA, 500 nM forward primer, and
500 nM reverse primer. The parameters for the PCR were 98 C for 1 min, 15 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 67 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s,
each, and finally one cycle of 72 C for 5 min. For the second PCR, sequences for adapters priming were added to the oligo library
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using the following primer set – Fw: TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGAACGACTCGAGTAGAGTCGAAAA; Rv:
GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGTCTTTTGTTGGAGTCTACTCGACTCCTTT (underline represents the sequence
for illumina adapters priming). Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 1.25 mL of the first PCR product, 500 nM forward primer, and
500 nM reverse primer. The parameters for the PCR were 98 C for 1 min, 12 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 67 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s,
each, and finally one cycle of 72 C for 5 min. For the third PCR, custom barcodes adapters were used for the reaction (Buenrostro
et al., 2015). Each 50 mL PCR reaction contained 1 mL of 1:20 diluted second PCR product, 1 mM Ad1 adaptor, and 1 mM Ad2 adaptor.
The parameters for the PCR were 98 C for 1 min, 15 cycles of 98 C for 30 s, 72 C for 30 s, 72 C for 40 s, each, and finally one cycle of
72 C for 5 min. The PCR product was then separated on a 2% E-Gel EX Agarose Gel (Invitrogen) and the DNA fragments with expected size were purified using Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research). The concentration of library was determined
using KAPA Library Quantification Kit (Kapa Biosystems). The library was sequenced on MiSeq (illumina). We collected 1-1.5 million
reads for each library. For each single-end MiSeq reads, the hairpins sequences and the common priming sequences were trimmed
to extract the 174 nt oligo sequence. We then performed M2-net analysis, mutate-and-map visualization, RNA structural analysis,
and RNA structure visualization as described in Cheng et al. (2017). Specifically, we utilize M2-seq software package to analyze
the sequencing data of circRNA mutational profiling experiments and generate a 2D datasets. We then performed automated helix
recognition of the 2D datasets using the M2-net algorithm included in the M2-seq software package. The secondary RNA structure
was predicted based on the M2-net detected helics and visualized using the MATLAB-based wrapper rna_structure.m which is also
included in the M2-seq software package.
18S rRNA complementarity and 40-60 nt SuRE analysis
We defined the IRES oligo as 18S rRNA complementarity(+) if it contains the number of 18S rRNA complementary 7-mers higher than
the lower 95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean number of 18S rRNA complementary 7-mers of the eGFP(+) oligos (10.66). For
SuRE analysis, we used the local MFE to quantify the SuRE element. We defined the IRES oligo as SuRE(+) if its local 40-60 nt
MFE is lower than the lower 95% CI of the mean local 40-60 nt MFE of the eGFP(+) oligos (0.748 kcal/mol). For endogenous translated circRNAs, we first determined the translated circRNA sequences from Ragan et al. (2019) by extracting the annotated circRNA
sequences overlapped with the circRNA genomic coordinates. We then calculated the total number of 18S rRNA complementary 7mers in the endogenous translated circRNAs and normalized it to 174 nt in length. We defined the circRNA as 18S rRNA
complementarity(+) if the normalized number of 18S rRNA complementary 7-mers is higher than 10.66. To quantify the 40-60
SuRE of the circRNA, we split the circRNA into non-overlapping 174 nt windows and calculated the local MFE of 40-60 nt region
for each of the window on the circRNA. We then defined the circRNA as SuRE(+) if the mean MFE of all the windows of the circRNA
is lower than 0.748 kcal/mol.
Disrupt IRES with locked nucleic acid (LNA)
Anti-sense LNA oligos (20 nt) against specific regions on the IRES were synthesized from IDT Affinity Plus DNA & RNA Oligonucleotides. LNA-18S: the LNA targeting the 18S rRNA complementary sequence on the IRES; LNA-SuRE: the LNA targeting the SuRE at
the 40-60 nt position on the IRES; LNA-Rnd: the LNA targeting the random position downstream of LNA-18S or LNA-SuRE on the
IRES. The corresponding targeted regions on each IRES were IRES-876: 41-60 nt (SuRE), 97-116 nt (Rnd), and 152-171 nt (18S);
IRES-6063: 5-24 nt (18S), 41-60 nt (SuRE), and 80-99 nt (Rnd); IRES-7005: 41-60 nt (SuRE), 93-112 nt (Rnd), and 143-162 nt
(18S); IRES-8228: 41-60 nt (SuRE), 88-107 nt (Rnd), and 154-173 nt (18S); IRES-8788: 41-60 nt (SuRE), 95-114 nt (18S), and 135154 nt (Rnd). HEK293T cells seeded in a 24-well plate were co-transfected with 300 nmol anti-sense LNA and 100 ng mRubyZKSCAN-IRES-split-eGFP reporter plasmid carrying the corresponding IRES using Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Transfected cells were grown for five days. Cells were then trypsinized with TrypLE Express (Thermo Fisher Scientific), centrifuged, and resuspended in FACS sorting buffer (2 mM EDTA and 2% Fetal
Bovine Serum in PBS). The measurement of mRuby and eGFP fluorescence signal intensity was performed on a LSRII Analyzer. We
analyzed 10,000-20,000 cells for each sample. The IRES activity was determined by the ratio of the median fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of eGFP and mRuby in mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) cells (MFIeGFP/MFImRuby). The analysis was performed using FlowJo V10. We
used mock transfection cells as a mRuby(-)/eGFP(-) double negative control for gating mRuby(+)/eGFP(+) cells. We also confirmed
that the result was not confounded by the change of circRNA expression level because co-transfecting the LNAs generally did not
change the circRNA expression level (Figures S8A and S8B).
Quantification of LNA-quantitative translation initiation (LNA-QTI)
The LNA-QTI method was adapted from ribosome profiling and QTI-seq (Gao et al., 2015; Ingolia et al., 2012). For LNA transfection,
BJ cells (for IRES #8228) or HeLa cells (for IRES #876, #6063, #7005, and #8788) seeded on a 6-well plate were transfected with
1.5 mmol anti-sense LNAs using the Neon transfection system (Thermo Fisher Scientific; for BJ cells) or Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific; for HeLa cells). Transfected cells were grown for 2-3 days. For QTI, to isolate translating
RNAs, we treated LNA-transfected cells with lactimidomycin (LTM) followed by puromycin (PMY) treatment, sedimented ribosomeassociated RNAs with sucrose cushion, and purified the translating RNAs (Figure 5C). We then quantified the level of translating
endogenous circRNA which contains the LNA-targeted IRES by qRT-PCR using the divergent primers spanning across the backsplicing junction of the circRNA. Specifically, 50 mM final concentration of LTM was added to the media and incubated at 37 C
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for 30 min. Cells were wash in 1 mL cold PBS twice and lysed in 500 mL of lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, 1mM DTT, and 0.5% Triton X-100) containing 3.3 mM of PMY. The samples were then incubated on ice for 10 min, and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4 C for 10 min. The supernatant from the samples were carefully layered over 1 M sucrose cushion with 10 mL
SUPERase$In RNase inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 10.4 mL polycarbonate ultracentrifuge tubes, and centrifuged at
50,000 rpm at 4 C in a Beckman 70.1 Ti rotor for 3 h to pellet ribosomes. Supernatant was gently removed from the tube and the
ribosomal pellet was resuspended in 400 mL nuclease-free water. Ribosome-associated RNA was purified using RNeasy Mini Kit
with DNase treatment (QIAGEN: 74004) according to manufacturer’s protocol. The level of the corresponding circRNA of each sample was quantified by qRT-PCR using divergent primers spanning across the back-splicing junction of the circRNA.
Determine peptide sequences of circRNA-encoded proteins (circORFs)
We first determined potential endogenous protein-coding circRNAs by mapping the eGFP(+) oligo sequences (IRES) to all of the human endogenous circRNAs on circBase (Glazar et al., 2014). We gated against false positive by only considering circRNAs that have
been annotated by two different circRNA prediction algorithms, and only including circRNAs with high mapping score in our analysis
(Hansen, 2018). The circRNAs harboring perfect-matched IRES sequence(s) (IRES(+) circRNAs) were determined as potential protein-coding circRNAs. The circRNAs were separated as different circRNAs if they contain more than one IRES. To further determine
the sequences of the peptide encoded by these circRNAs, we utilize the position of the mapped IRES on the circRNA to determine the
region on the circRNA where the translation start site was located. We then generated the list of predicted circORF sequences by
ORF analysis from the immediate downstream translation initiation codon (AUG) of the mapped IRES region for each circRNA. In
the event of translation initiating from non-canonical start codons, we also performed ORF analysis from the top three reading-frames
(+1, +2, and +3) with non-canonical start codons from the mapped IRES position and generated the predicted circORF sequences
accordingly. The non-canonical start codons were collected from the translation initiation codons identified from the ribosome
profiling (Ingolia et al., 2011) and the QTI-seq (Gao et al., 2015). In addition, in the event of translation initiating within the IRESs,
we also included all possible circORFs that may start translation within the IRESs for all top three reading-frames. For the circORFs
with infinite translation due to in-frame IRES, we capped the circORFs at 5 repeating peptide sequences. We combined circRNAs
together if the same circORF sequence was encoded by multiple circRNAs. We merged different circRNA isoforms into one single
circORF (the circORF generated from the longest circRNA isoform). To be conservative, we also examined micropeptides encoded
by linear RNAs (Chen et al., 2020) and excluded any overlapped circORFs in our final list (n = 5 overlapped circORFs). Traditional ORF
analysis was done by performing ORF analysis with both canonical and non-canonical start codons from any position on the IRES(+)
circRNA. Peptides with less than eight amino acids were excluded from the list.
GO term and Pfam analysis
GO term analysis was performed with PANTHER (v14.1) Overrepresentation Test (Fisher’s exact test with FDR correction) using the
annotation of the parent genes of IRES(+) circRNAs. The reference list was the parent genes of total synthetic oligos mapped circRNAs. The organism was set as Homo sapiens, and the annotation dataset was set as biological process. Pfam analysis was performed using HMMSCAN program from EMBL-EBI with the peptide sequences of all possible circRNA-coding proteins determined
as described above. The biological functions of conserved domains were determined using the annotations from NCBI Conserved
Domains database.
sORF peptides analysis
The sORF sequences were obtained from sorfs.org database (Olexiouk et al., 2018). We first extracted the sORFs with good FLOSSscore determined by the FLOSS algorithm on the database. The sORF sequences were then matched against the peptide sequences
in the current human proteome database (UniProt). The matched sORFs were excluded from the subsequent analysis. The remaining
sORFs were then matched against the peptide sequences in our circORF list. The circORF was determined as sORF(+) if it overlaps
with the sORF sequences.
Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomic analysis
The MS-based proteomic analysis was performed on a previously published dataset (iPSC: PXD014031 (PRIDE) (Chen et al., 2020);
SCBC: PXD006895 (ProteomeXchange) (Orre et al., 2019); GTEx: PXD016999 (ProteomeXchange) (Jiang et al., 2020)) or LC-MS/MS
data of the protein/cell extract: PXD025233 (ProteomeXchange) (K562: digested protein extract (Promega); U2OS: ATCC HTB-96;
H358: ATCC CRL-5807). The MS/MS datasets include a wide range of cell lines, including K562, H358, U2OS, 5 subcellular compartments SubCellBarCode (SCBC) database, and 32 normal human tissues from the GTEx collection. In addition to the transformed cell
lines, we are able to capture circORFs in the peptidomics of normal human tissues (Jiang et al., 2020), suggesting that these circORFs
are expressed in normal human cells. We first appended our potential circORF sequences to the human proteome database (UniProt:
UP000005640_9606.fa) to generated a combined proteome database (circORF + linear proteome). According to the nature of the MS
dataset, we performed peptide-spectrum match (PSM) with MaxQuant (iPSC and SCBC), Byonic (Protein Metrics) (K562, U2OS and
h358) or Trans Proteomic Pipeline (TPP) (GTEx) on the combined proteome database. The PSM threshold was set as 1% peptide
false discovery rate (FDR) for MaxQuant, score > 300 for Byonic, and protein group probability > 0.95 for TPP. For general PSM parameters, peptides with a minimum length of seven amino acids were considered for the search including N-terminal acetylation and
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methionine oxidation as variable modifications and cysteine carbamidomethylation as fixed modification. Enzyme specificity was set
to trypsin cleaving C-terminal to arginine and lysine. A maximum of two missed cleavages were allowed. Maximum precursor and
fragment ion mass tolerance was set to 4.5 and 20 ppm. The contaminant database containing 245 frequently observed contaminants such as human keratins, bovine serum proteins, and protease was included for the PSM. Further PSM configuration for
each software is described in Table S6. To distinguish circORF from the linear proteome, we excluded the circORF that are matched
by the tryptic peptide that also match the linear proteome. For the K562, U2OS and H358 datasets, we repeated the above procedure
with same parameters using the circORF library only and added resulting peptide identifications without corresponding matches in
the previous analysis using the combined library. It is noteworthy that we observed some circORF peptides overlapping with the
linear proteome peptides after the PSM. We carefully examined these peptides and found out that all of these peptides can only
be generated from the circORFs because the linear proteome peptides do not contain the trypsin cleavage site required to generate
the captured tryptic peptides for PSM. On the other hand, the matching circORFs contain the novel trypsin cleavable sites that can
generate these peptides due to different reading-frames from the back-splicing; hence we believe that these peptides were specifically captured from circORFs. To calculate the circORF discovery rate, we overlapped the circRNAs identified in iPSC (Lei et al.,
2018) and K562 (Okholm et al., 2020) with the IRES-containing circRNAs we identified (Table S7), and calculated the percentage
of the number of circORFs detected by peptidomics over the number of overlapping IRES-containing circRNAs expressed in the corresponding cell line. The discovery rate of lowly expressed mRNA-encoded proteins was estimated by calculating the proportion of
the MS captured tryptic peptides (Chen et al., 2020) among total possible tryptic peptides of the mRNAs with the RPKM close to the
estimated mean circRNA RPKM (0.065) (Dang et al., 2016).
The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) peptidome analysis
The HLA peptidome analysis was performed on a previously published HLA class I dataset, describing the HLA class I peptidomes of
six allotype-resolved cell lines (PRIDE: PXD014031) (Bassani-Sternberg et al., 2015). The HLA peptidomics was performed with MaxQuant using the parameters as described in proteomic analysis (1% peptide FDR). Protease specificity was set to unspecific,
possible peptide identifications were restricted from 8 to 15 amino acids, maximum peptide mass was set to 1500 Da, and modification was set to without fixed modifications.
Ribosome footprinting (RFP) analysis
The RFP data was obtained from Chen et al., (2020) (GEO: GSM3791725, GEO: GSM3791726, GEO: GSM3791727, GEO: GSM
3791728, GEO: GSM3791729, and GEO: GSM3791730). The reads were pooled, rRNA depleted, and mapped to the hg19
genome as previously described (Chen et al., 2020). Specifically, the pooled reads were aligned to the human rRNA sequences,
discard the rRNA alignments, and collect unaligned reads using Bowtie2. The rRNA depleted reads were further aligned to the
hg19 genome, discard the transcriptome alignments, and collect unaligned reads using TopHat2. The unaligned reads were
then mapped with Bowtie2 aligner to an artificial genome containing the ± 40-nt (the maximum read length of RFP) from the
back-splicing junction of the circRNAs producing circROFs that can be captured by peptidomics with spacers of 50 N’s. The
reads that do not span across the back-splicing junction were excluded from the analysis.
IP-LC-MS/MS analysis
A 15-cm plate of BJ cells were lysed in 1 mL Pierce IP Lysis Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific: 87788) on ice for 10 min. The lysate was
then sonicated with Bioruptor UCD-200 at high intensity for 15 min (30 s on, 30 s off) at 4 C and pre-cleared in 50 mL Pierce Protein A/
G Magnetic Beads (ThermoFisher Scientific: 88803) at room temperature for 30 min. 7 uL of custom circFGFR1p antibodies (ThermoFisher Scientific; antigen peptide: GQFEKEDRAHCGVSMEMW) or normal rabbit IgG (Sigma-Aldrich: 12-370) was added and
incubated at 4 C overnight. We then added 70 uL Pierce Protein A/G Magnetic Beads and incubate at 4 C for 2-3 h. The samples
were washed four times in Pierce IP Lysis Buffer and once in PBS. Samples were eluted in sample buffer and boiled at 95 C for
5 min. Proteins were separated on a NuPAGE 4%–12% Bis-Tris Protein Gel (ThermoFisher Scientific: NP0335BOX). Bands with
30-45 kDa were extracted according to the protein marker to separate circFGFR1p from FGFR1 and were sent to Vincent Coates
Foundation Mass Spectrometry Laboratory, Stanford University Mass Spectrometry for LC/MS analysis with their LC-MS/MS pipeline on Thermo QE-HFX (ThermoFisher Scientific). The PSM was performed using Byonic (Protein Metrics) as described above for the
proteomic analysis (score > 300) on the combined proteome database (circFGFR1p + UniProt proteome). The tryptic peptides that
match the circFGFR1p (both the unique region and the region overlapped with FGFR1) were considered to be captured circFGFR1p
peptides (ProteomeXchange: PXD024993).
Parallel reaction monitoring-mass spectrometry (PRM-MS)
K562, U2OS and BJ cell lysates were prepared as described in IP-LC-MS/MS. 40 mg total proteins were separated on a NuPAGE
4%–12% Bis-Tris Protein Gel (ThermoFisher Scientific). Regions of interest (35-45 kDa for BJ and whole gel for K562 and U2OS)
were extracted according to the protein marker. The excised gel pieces were then reduced with 5 mM DTT in 50 mM ammonium
bicarbonate at 55 C for 30 min. The gel pieces were rinsed 2 times with 50% acetonitrile, 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and placed
in a speed vacuum for 5 min. Digestion was performed with Trypsin/LysC (Promega) in the presence of 0.02% protease max
(Promega) in a standard overnight digestion at 37 C. Samples were then centrifuged and the solvent containing the peptides
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was collected. Further peptide extraction was performed by the addition of 60% acetonitrile, 39.9% water, 0.1% formic acid and
incubation for 10-15 min. The peptide pools were dried in a speed vacuum. Samples were then reconstituted in 20 mL reconstitution
buffer (2% acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid) spiked with 5 pM of the heavy isotope labeled reference peptide and 2 mL of it was
injected on the instrument. Mass spectrometry was performed on a Q Exactive HF-X Hybrid Quadrupole - Orbitrap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) with liquid chromatography performed using a Nanoacquity UPLC (Waters Corporation). For PRM-MS,
peptides were directly injected onto a 50 cm mPAC analytical column (Pharmafluidics) using a gradient (3%–65% B, followed by a
high-B wash) of 80 min. The mass spectrometer was set using a PRM method. HCD fragmentation was used for MS/MS spectra
generation. MS/MS resolution was 120,000 (at m/z 200) with an AGC target value of 1 3 106 ions, a maximum fill time of 250 ms
and an isolation window of 4.0 m/z. For PRM-MS analysis, the .RAW data files were processed using Byonic (Protein Metrics) for
peptide identification. Proteolysis with Trypsin/LysC was assumed to be semi-specific allowing for N-ragged cleavage with up to
two missed cleavage sites. Precursor and fragment mass accuracies were held within 12 ppm. Proteins were held to a false discovery
rate of 1%. The .RAW data files were further imported into Skyline 19.1.0.193 (MacCoss Lab) to generate XIC and perform peak integration (ProteomeXchange: PXD025235 and PXD025203).
Immunofluorescence
Cells were fixed on poly-d lysine coated coverslips (Corning: 354086) with 4% formaldehyde at room temperature for 20 min, and
blocked with 10% normal goat serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific: 50062Z) at room temperature for 20 min. Cells were then incubated
with primary antibodies in blocking buffer at 4 C overnight, followed by incubating with secondary antibodies at room temperature for
1 h. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer as follows: anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich; F1804) (1:150), and anti-HA (Abcam;
ab9110) (1:150). Secondary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer as following: Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488 (ThermoFisher Scientific: A-11029) (1:1500), and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 594 (ThermoFisher Scientific: A-11012) (1:1500). Cells were imaged using Inverted Zeiss
LSM 880 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope with the PLAN APO for AiryScan 63x/1.40 oil objective.
siRNA knock down and protein expression
For siRNA knockdown experiments, 500,000 BJ cells were transfected with 200 nM siRNAs using the Neon transfection system according to manufacturer’s protocol with suggested settings. Cells were processed and analyzed after 48-72 h. The
siRNAs used were ON-TARGET plus non-targeting pool (Dharmacon: D-001810-10-05) and ON-TARGET plus custom circFG
FR1 specific siRNA (Sense sequence: GAAGGGUCAGUUUGAAAAGGUU) (Dharmacon: L-003131-00-0005). For protein
expression, FGFR1 (cloned from pHAGE-FGFR1 plasmid (Addgene: 116740)) or FLAG tagged circFGFR1p (synthesized
from IDT gBlocks Gene Fragments) were cloned into a CMV expressing plasmid (backbone vector: Addgene: 36084). 200500 ng of plasmids were transfected into the cells using the Neon transfection system. Cells were then processed and
analyzed after 48-72 h.
Western blotting
BJ cells were lysed in RIPA Lysis Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1%
sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS and Halt Protease and Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktails (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and sonicated with
Bioruptor UCD-200 at high intensity for 10 min (30 s on, 30 s off) at 4 C. 15-30 mg of total protein was separated by SDS-PAGE and
transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using iBlot 2 Gel Transfer Device (P0) followed by blocking with 4% non-fat milk in 0.05%
Tween-20 diluted in PBS. For heat shock experiments, cells were cultured at 45 C for three hours and the total protein was collected
as described above. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer as follows: anti-GFP antibody (Abcam: ab290) (1:300), anti-CD4
antibody (Abcam: ab133616) (1:500), anti-Cre recombinase antibody (Abcam: ab24607) (1:200), anti-SMAD5 antibody[3H9] (Novus Biologicals: NBP2-37648) (1:200), anti-FGFR1 (M17A3) (Novus: NB100:2079; Ab-both) (1:200), anti-FGFR1 (phospho Y654) antibody
(Abcam: ab59194) (1:200), anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich; F1804) (1:400), anti-HA (Abcam: ab9110) (1:400), anti-beta Tubulin antibody
(Abcam: ab6046) (1:500), and anti-GAPDH [EPR16891] (Abcam: ab181602) (1:500). Secondary antibodies were diluted in blocking
buffer as following: IRDye 680RD Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H + L) (LI-COR; 926-68070) (1:5,000) and IRDye 800CW Goat anti-Rabbit
IgG (H + L) (LI-COR; 926-32611) (1:5,000). Blots were imaged with Odyssey CLx Imager (LI-COR Biosciences). N = 3 independent replicates for the western blot quantification.
Cell proliferation assay
Transfected cells were seeded on 96-well black cell culture plates (Stellar Scientific) at a density of 2,000 cells/well in DMEM
(Thermo Fisher Scientific: 11995-073) medium supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific: SH30071.03) After 4-6
hours of incubation, the medium was replaced with DMEM containing 0.1% FBS overnight. FGF-1 at a final concentration of
50 ng/mL was then added to the medium and the cells were further incubated for 1-4 days. The number of viable cells was quantified using PrestoBlue Cell Viability Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific: A13261) according to manufacturer’s protocol by
measuring the fluorescence intensity of the well (Ex/Em: 560/590) on SpectraMax M5 Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices
LLC). N = 3-5 independent replicates.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All statistical analysis was done with the software Graphpad Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Outliers were not shown on a
Tukey box-plot. Information about the statistical analysis and sample size are described in in the figure legends or in the corresponding Method details section. Data in graphs are represented as mean ± SEM. Ns: not significant, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.005,
****p < 0.0001.
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